Measuring Proof and Color in Whiskey
Applied Analytics Application Note No. AN-012

Application Summary
Analytes: ethanol concentration, product color
Detector: OMA-300 Process Analyzer
Process Stream: whiskey
Zeroing Fluid: air
Calibration Fluid: standard (known proof) whiskey samples
Path Length: 1 cm
Response Time: every 1-5 seconds

Introduction
For the purposes of quality control, whiskey manufacturers desire a method to monitor alcohol content (proof) and color
across the bottled yield. The absorbance spectrum of a whiskey sample is an excellent, non-invasive tool for determining these
specifications in real time.
Ethanol and water both have unique structural features in their absorbance spectra which will have stronger or weaker
prominence depending on their concentrations in the measured whiskey sample. Similarly, the absorbance spectrum of a
whiskey sample can easily be correlated to a host of color scales (both standard and arbitrary), such that product color can be
verified using absorbance spectroscopy.
The OMA is a single analyzer providing extremely fast response on both ethanol concentration and product color. Measuring
a full, high-resolution absorbance spectrum in the continuously drawn whiskey sample, the instrument is able to “lock in”
the background absorbance (i.e. the total absorbance structure of all the non-ethanol compounds in whiskey) and isolate the
absorbance of ethanol, which correlates directly to its real-time concentration.
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Test Results of Ethanol and Water Concentration Analysis
The case study system was calibrated using eight standard samples of fine, high-proof Bourbon whiskey furnished by BrownForman of Louisville, Kentucky.
Below, the characteristic absorbance peaks of both ethanol and water are displayed. The height of the ethanol peak correlates
directly to its concentration in the sample. The eight samples display a variety of proofs based on absorbances at this peak
wavelength. The OMA measures the real-time concentration of both ethanol and water in order to calculate proof.

Figure 01: Absorbance curves of ethanol and water in a whiskey background matrix.
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Figure 02: Trend graph comparing OMA accuracy with lab results across 8 samples.
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The OMA software can simultaneously produce a 1st derivative visualization for the absorbance spectrograph:

Figure 03: 1st derivative of water and alcohol absorbance curves.
Running the OMA on our whiskey samples and comparing the continuous measurement log against the labels on the samples
produced the results in the table below. Any error in the sample prepration would have to be considered as a factor for any
discrepancy between the bottle label and the OMA reading.

Figure 04: Table of Results
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Test Results of Whiskey Color Analysis
Product color is known to correlate to the steepness of the curve within the 400-600nm wavelength range of the whiskey
absorbance spectrum. In the experimental spectra (Figure 3), the colors of the samples can easily be differentiated by the
separation in the overlapping curves. In the graph, the samples range from darkest to lightest as follows:
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Figure 05: Color curves of the whiskey absorbance spectra. Steepness of curve indicates relative darkness.
These absorbance curves in the spectra above can easily be translated to any sort of arbitrary color scale or standard scales
(e.g. Degrees Lovibond, APHA, and more). To demonstrate how we can normalize the color analysis to an arbitrary scale, we
subtracted the absorbance at the 590 nm wavelength from the absorbance at the 460 nm wavelength to produce the graph
and table below:

Figure 06: Spectrograph of whiskey color range. The vertical lines indicate measurement and reference wavelengths.
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Using the two indicated wavelengths above, we produced the table of values below. We used 3-wavelength ranges for the
measurement wavelength and the reference wavelength to allow for some statistical averaging of multiple data points. This
signifcantly reduces the effect of signal noise at any single photodiode since the correlated color value from each of the 3
absorbance data points is averaged.

Figure 07: Color to Absorbance Correlation Results

Conclusion
As demonstrated herein, the OMA is highly suited to monitoring whiskey product quality, defined in this particular application
as consistent proof (ethanol level) and color.
The OMA offers an elegant solution as a one-stop device for both parameters. Ethanol concentration and whiskey color are
both monitored in real-time in a continuously drawn sample. The accuracy of the system aligns closely with lab measurement
of these parameters.
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Further Reading
Subject

Location

OMA-300 Process Analyzer

http://www.a-a-inc.com/documents/AA_DS001A_OMA300.pdf

Advantage of Collateral Data

http://www.a-a-inc.com/documents/AA_TN-202_CollateralData.pdf

Multi-Component Analysis

http://www.a-a-inc.com/documents/AA_TN-203_MultiComponentAnalysis.pdf
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